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WindowView on the web presents a ‘soft apologetic,’ that is, evidence that speaks to scientific data and Scripture-based information revealing what life is and where we are headed in time. But in
an era of relativism, divergent opinions and an appeal merely to
the sciences leave some to conclude there is no need for God—as
often stated by atheists—and that the Bible really isn’t relevant,
truth, nor really has any bearing on our lives.
That is the smoke screen of this age.
Yet, obviously, this age is coming rapidly to a close. Recent events,
especially, for example, those occurring at a time of a lunar eclipse tetrad have many biblical minds thinking we are all being dragged into
something awesome or horrific. This Quarterly draws on posts
from the WindowView blogs ... take a look and explore the notion
that multiple sources are relevant to assembling the big picture—something like a view from a special window on reality! Think about
life, your future, and explore for yourself
Cover Image: ‘Rainbow over Tiberius,’ Israel.
M. Cano photographer, image is
© WindowView.org all reproduction rights reserved
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Blood Moons: The page pictured above (can be viewed here) gives access to
further consideration of ‘Blood Moons’ and how NASA and biblical history
give us a Science and Scripture perspectives.
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The Quarterly — This Edition: A Blog Book
WindowView.org started in the late 1990s as a simple apologetic
(a defense of faith in what science and Bible have to reveal about
God, Israel, Jewish perspectives, and the identity of Yeshua as
Messiah (See our WANTED poster at the left here). In addition
to the main site, two blog pages were created—one called WindowView Press (for more science-related evidence) and the other
WindowView Harmony (for scriptural and Messianic topics). The
basic premise is: If you look at credible information, sound scientific evidence, and and exact wording in original biblical texts,
you will encounter truth and not misguided assumption.
Recent events in 2013, 2014, and continuing today seem to say
something unsettling is happening ... the scriptural endgame and
‘the last days’ of Bible prophecy are gaining reality, new life, and
are right now unfolding before us. Now is the time for looking
back and also forward. Thus, for the Spring of 2015, we offer a
few of the earlier posts from the Window’s two blog sites. The
blogs are still up and running (Press or Harmony) and the selected articles reflect on themes from science and Scripture—and
this in a way that opens our eyes to what life is and what is the nature to our life’s origin.

Please, feel free to share this electronic publication!
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Scripture Perspectives
in the WindowView
———————————

Why Bible Prophecy — An Answer
In Plain Language!
August 26, 2009

Why do the Scriptures Contain Prophecy?
A friend recently asked: “Why is there a even a need for prophecy?” The discussion had covered issues from science to Scripture. The question comes from that side of each of us that can
grasp material or experiential concepts, but then the scriptural
communications seem beyond our reach. So, indeed: “Why?”
A Need For Continuing Communication
Set the stage and call it Earth. Put life on the globe and spin this
around a galaxy for a long time. Make the stage self sufficient
and relatively stable. In fact, this may be the only such stage, ever.
Then let a story unfold. And in some ways, that’s the only explanation anyone needs. Ironically, what started the construction of
the stage can easily be glossed over. The material mind wants a
material explanation. The answers always tend to arrive at a scenario where we just ARE and that’s all. Physics and entropy will
one day win out and the universe will grow cold, dark, and silent.
Why would you even care? But your gut instinct says: “Care!”
If we communicate this story to ourselves long enough, we may
just believe that’s all there is to being here–a material short story.
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But the storyboard includes characters, subplots, and action that
brings a fuller story. There may just be more to it!
Life may be a product of something intentional. The material sciences still apply with their wonderful ways of explaining so much
… but not everything. The added dimension is a story of human
struggle. That gut instinct says we may have a purpose.
Today we are wrapped up in economics, global conflicts, changes
that are reforming the earth’s landscape (the climate rapidly
moves), and we are just so absorbed in ourselves. We see so much
happening … are we going to fix it? We seem to be the cause, the
effect, and the answer. But really?
Move beyond the Material World
The Scriptures pose to us the other part of the story. This is what
added the other dimension and the other characters. God put on
a man-suit and walked around with us for a while. Astounding.
You are in the material mindset so maybe this is just beyond what
you can accept. But then the text says He did a few miracles to
get people’s attention and to validate His presence. Okay, so you
were not there then and you still need it up close and personal.
Enter Prophecy
The storyboard includes things that will come. This is further validation. This gets to be up close. It’s coming, but frankly it’s here
today. If you pay attention, study some of the details, put the
forces and conditions together … then prophecy does something
like never before … prophecy becomes the ongoing communication. This allows persons like you to wake up.
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If you start to dig around and look through the Window, then you
stand to see they lead in to the prophecy communications on the
present stage. Israel and events in the Middle East, as well as a
number of other related events, all create the climate and circumstances that reveal this communication.
SUMMARY: Prophecy is necessary because many of us, like you
perhaps, are not listening. You see the news, see the struggle, wonder what on earth will be the answer, and then there is this communication. Connect the dots. Look at what the Scriptures say
will happen. When it does, then you have the same validation as
when He performed miracles to validate His presence when on
stage. Now that He is off stage, the validation is still coming to
you, it’s just in a different form.
In the future months the Window will add a bit more on prophecy. But if you want a real nuts and bolts link to the chronology
that is linked to what comes, then we recommend you visit the
last segment of the WindowView timeline. That part of the timeline outlines what will come once we hit an event horizon. The
chronology is further explained in incredible detail in the “Footsteps” book that is referred to on the timeline. If you read the
Footsteps book yourself, then you’ll have the blow-by-blow account for what’s about to happen.
Prophecy is what He gives us as a validation while He is not here
in person. Still, it makes it all Up Close and Personal. And That’s
the BIG message. Hope this helps you think about the big picture.
… more to come …
Director, Windowview.org
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES
By David Dolan
March 31, 2013

Shalom from Jerusalem,
Last year, I sent out to my large email list some of my salient
thoughts concerning the possible prophetic significance of the
dramatic events that have been unfolding in recent years here in
the turbulent Middle East and elsewhere on planet earth. Specifically I wrote about the so-called “Arab Spring” (which I labeled
an “Islamic Fundamentalist Spring” in some of my public talks
delivered near the start of the wave of revolts in early 2011), and
its possible political, social and prophetic implications for Israel
and the rest of the world.
Today—the last day of Passover, and a very dusty one here—I
want to mainly focus on the prophetic side of the sharp tremors
increasingly rocking this region. I realize that among my many
thousands of Israel News Update subscribers are some who either
do not believe in the God of the Bible, or do believe but are Orthodox or non practicing Jews who do not agree with my personal
belief that Jesus (Yeshua in Hebrew) is Israel’s Messiah King.
From the correspondence I receive, I also know that some of my
readers are Muslims or members of other religions, with others
professing to be atheists or agnostics. A few have written very angry notes in the past when I’ve (very infrequently) written about
my personal religious beliefs or about my prophetic end time novels. So for anyone who might be offended by such material, or if
you are just not interested in such topics, our email programs
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thankfully include an easy to use “delete” button! However since
most of my readers seem to share my faith, I am sending this out
to my list.
DARK MOONS ON THE HORIZON
For anyone still reading this message, I want to focus this time on
the upcoming cycle of lunar eclipses that scientists inform us will
coincide with the first evening of Passover during the next two
years, and also with the first night of the Feast of Tabernacles in
2014 and 2015. I have never before spoken or written about this
rather rare and unique occurrence, which is known to scientists as
a Tetrad; when four consecutive full lunar eclipses take place in
the skies above planet Earth.
———————————

The preceding communication by David Dolan can be viewed in entirety HERE and our special page on Blood Moons is HERE.
What may be of interest is that before the tetrad began, we could only
wonder about what might transpire to signify dramatic events in the
Middle East. The rise of ISIS, terrorism to new heights, beheading of
“nonbelievers,” and continued unrest and antisemitism in and all
around Israel tell the story of an intensification of evil and violence.
And at Passover in 2015 we are praying still, for peace, in the Middle
East.
———————————
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A Bible Verse Out of Context is a
Pre-text and Misrepresentation
Posted on 3 April, 2015

SORTING OUT CONFUSION
We were sent an article by a friend via email. The topic was the
events in the Middle East and End Times.
With so many changes over the entire globe in what seems like a
blink of an eye, should we be concerned for what might well be
biblical truth unfolding before our very eyes?
AN ARTICLE ON THE INTERNET
We refer you to the original article HERE.
(title: MAHDI TO RETURN BY 2016, FOLLOWED BY JESUS?)
The article includes a street view in Iran with an image of Jesus
walking behind the Islamic Mahdi. This may be unsettling to
Christians and perhaps even to many Jewish citizens inside and
outside of Israel. What is the Mahdi and what impact does this
figure have on the news coming tomorrow? The article says the
Mahdi comes soon. How can we put this in context with the present events of today?
A VIDEO ON END TIMES
To bring the entire topic into context, the article refers to a video
you can obtain on DVD. But in the age of the Internet the video
is also on YouTube in sections (1 to 7). The first section is linked
here, but you can visit YouTube to access all seven sections if you
are interested.
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The Video is on YouTube HERE

The article noted above also contains a link to a web site promoting Islam. In taking a look there we see a comprehensive presentation on Islam. Interesting as a source, but what might a discerning mind discover there?
DIGGING DEEPER
ON HOW SCRIPTURE IS TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT
Many in congregations across the globe, those that make an effort
to study the Bible, know that word play and taking Scripture
verses out of context leads to misrepresentation. What is worse,
few actually go back to the original Greek or Hebrew words to
glean the original meaning that sometimes is muddled by translation to another language, including English.
When we went to a section of the web site on Islam that claimed
that the Bible has references that reveal the true nature to Christianity, and thus the implication is a faith something less than the
beliefs and tenants of Islam, we were curious to see if anything is
out of context.
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A real study of Scripture comes by reading what comes before
and after a verse. That puts meaning in context. Taking a verse
alone first risks being a pre-text that leads to prejudice, but worse,
if word order is reversed or convoluted, the entire meaning can
be shifted.
Let’s look at just one example the Islamic web page
(discoveringislam.org) cites to apparently represent the true nature to Christianity (the bold and text format are copied from the
original page):
6. “If anyone comes to me and does not hate his father and
mother, his wife and children, his brothers and sisters—yes, even
his own life—he cannot be my disciple.” (Luke 14:26)
Notice how the wording suggests you need to (actively “does”)
hate your family in order to be a Christian! But move the word
not to after the word hate (and remove the ‘does’ from ‘does not’)
and the whole meaning shifts. Looking at the original Greek the
wording comes like so:
“…And to him crowds many; and turning He said them, If anyone comes to Me and not hates the father of him and the mother,
an wife, and the children, and the brothers, and the sisters, besides and even the of himself soul, not he is able of Me disciple
to be …”
The word ‘does’ is not in the Greek. But this is not the main
point.
Many English translations state: “If anyone comes to me and
hates not his father …”
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What is the real intent of the Scripture verse?
The problem is the Islamic web page wants you to believe Christianity is a religion of hate—even to the point of hating your own family in order to follow Jesus. But the entire context of the Gospel speaks to
loving your neighbor, your enemy, even Muslims (!) and understanding that our lives are a time of sojourning on earth to something eternal. And Yeshua, the Jewish Messiah, is the way, the
truth, and essentially the only door to a relationship with the Father in heaven (John 14:6). Jesus also claims and demonstrates He
is God (proof in that only He fulfills the Hebrew Bible’s prophecies, by performing miracles, by teaching in ways that are universally understood through parables, and yes, He came in a mansuit to walk amongst us, to be the ultimate mediator for sin and a
way to salvation), which places Him above the status of being a
prophet only (which is indeed one of his array of characteristics,
but not sole role).
Let’s put the single verse back into context. The requires reading
the broader text all around the one verse. We will defer to someone who has long commented on the biblical text to a wide radio
audience … J. Vernon McGee comments on Luke 14:25-27 by
saying: “These verses are simply saying that we should put God first. A believer’s devotedness to Jesus Christ should be such that, by comparison, it
looks as if everything else is hated. All terms which define affections are comparative.” (see: “Thru The Bible with J. Vernon McGee,” 1983)
This point is further affirmed by a following verse 33: “So likewise,
whoever of you does not forsake all that he has cannot be My disciple.” And
so it is not hate, but to dislike all by comparison to placing all behind us as we join in relationship with Messiah.
14
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As John Lennox puts it: “They must be ready to “hate” -— that is, give
second place to and, if need be, let go — all else …” (‘Against the Flow,’
page 150)
Examined in yet another way, as Lennox puts it: “Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego had to make up their own minds as to whether they were
going to put God first.” (‘Against the Flow,’ page 147) And after putting God above all, even their own lives, they were thrown into a
furnace. But unlike burning for martyrdom’s sake, faith brings life
not death or a false promise of paradise. The God of Israel and
Messiah are all about life, not hate, not death, or persecution …
because life is an opportunity to choose Him. Anyone who removes that opportunity from you is not of God.
The real rub with missing the context and meaning of the biblical text is a misrepresentation. If you follow the links on this page
you may well go on to study other Bible verses that at first appear
to make one point, but upon further study tells us something
more consistent with the message in the entire Bible. hatred of
family is hardly the message of the text. In fact, the entire Hebrew and Greek body of Scripture are designed to point to Yeshua and His role as the Jewish Messiah. To disagree is to take
something out of the context of the entire Bible! The entire text
points to the God of Israel and what He will do through the nation Israel. Is that any surprise? Might that take us back to the article, video, and topic of the end time referenced above.
Please think. Discern before jumping to conclusions.
Director, WindowView.org
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Scripture Perspective Meets
Science Perspective
For the naturalistic thinker, the material-minded person who thinks only
science alone tells us everything there is to know about life, there are limitations to understanding. As such only the natural realm is reality. Prophecy and Bible seem something outside of fact. Fulfilled prophecies have
turned attention to Scriptures for centuries. Events today seem to fold
right into the next set of prophetic expectations. But what about science?
The first Devine intervention is described in Genesis with a series of creative steps yielding time and space and all the matter within. Physics now
agrees. The steps include the appearance of life that we now know from
the fossil record appeared suddenly and at more than one time horizon.
The Avalon explosion, the Cambrian explosion, and the rapid reestablishment of dinosaurs after extinction events—so rapid and morphologically
distinct—as to reveal macro-evolution could never account for what happened. You really need to give this some thought. Life really isn’t so ‘ordinary!’ Read on ...

Feel
free to share this
electronic document
with your family,
friends, colleagues
— anyone!
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Science Perspectives
in the WindowView

Intelligent Design is Blasphemy?
Posted on June 7, 2006

So Says Dr. Francisco Ayala!
On the evening of March 23, Dr. Francisco Ayala, along with his
wife (Dr. Hanna Ayala) spoke before an assembly of members of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS; widely known for its publication of Science magazine).
The evening presentation was more an informal event where both
Dr.s Ayala spoke of their professional experiences and current activities.
Of note were the comments of Dr. Francisco Ayala with regard
to the teaching of evolution in public schools. Dr. Ayala is a well
known biologist with academic interests in genetics and evolution.
He also proclaims to have a theistic side and some studies in theology. What becomes clear however is a propensity among some scientists to state evolution is a “fact”more than a theory. The rejection of biblical literalism becomes full grounds to say church and
state must remain separate and schools must teach evolution. But
most are unaware of why the United States originally was
founded with the principles of a separation of church and state.
This has nothing to do with scientific evidence or misguided assumptions.
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Perhaps what we might fear is a scientific literalism that prevents
thinking about all the implications of the scientific data. Dr. Ayala also wants us to believe that any discussion of the topic of intelligent design is pure religion. The hot button word of the day
always seems to be an emotional rejection of something called
creationism. But if he is referring to an old school of thought,
then he is likewise putting up a smoke screen to avoid the direction in which discussions on intelligent design lead to.
Find out why Dr. Ayala thinks ID is blasphemy! Listen to and
read the text from this event at Ayala Article at this page at
Windowview.org
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The WindowView has gathered an array of perspectives on science, many of
which affirm that scientists are not paying close attention to the data. If they
did, students around the world would have to acknowledge an entirely new appreciation for our lives and our true origin. Darwin was right, were there examples that countered evolution, his theory would collapse—and today we
have the data to collapse the theory. It’s time to follow the evidence where it
leads to.
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Evangelical Atheists Crusade Against
“pernicious” Religions
Posted on November 24, 2006

by Logan Gage:
The Examiner, Nov 17, 2006
WASHINGTON – When it comes to science and God, Americans want it all —”MRIs and miracles,” according to this week’s
Time magazine. Increasingly, however, evangelicals are standing
in the way. But these religionists may not be who you think.
Richard Dawkins, Oxford Darwinist and best-selling author of
“The God Delusion,” says you can’t have it all. Religion is pernicious and survives only because it has direct or indirect Darwinian survival value. Faith is largely a side-effect of the trust we
learn as youths.
But luckily for us, according to Dawkins, “Darwin made it possible to be an intellectually fulfilled atheist.”
Atheist philosopher Daniel Dennett, recent author of “Breaking
the Spell: Religion as a Natural Phenomenon,” has long claimed
Darwinism to be a “universal acid” which eats through all traditional notions of God and morality. For Dennett, religion survives
because our brains evolved, albeit irrationally, to fall in love,
which of course has reproductive advantages.
And in a recent Newsweek, atheist neuroscientist Sam Harris,
author of “The End of Faith” and most recently “Letter to a
Christian Nation,” presents his “Case Against Faith.” And where
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does he begin? At the beginning, of course, deriding the faithful
for suggesting God had something to do with nature.
What is happening? Is it all just election-year hoopla against the
religious right? I suggest another explanation. A quiet revolution
is underway; and it will not be publicized.
It’s now been more than 80 years since Hubble observed evidence
for the Big Bang, challenging the conventional wisdom among scientists that the universe was eternal. As theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking commented, “Almost everyone now believes that
the universe, and time itself, had a beginning at the Big Bang.”
Four decades ago, scientists began to notice the ‘fine-tuning’ of
the laws of physics, thus revealing the vast odds against a lifesustaining universe. As just one example, if gravity were one part
in 100 billion greater or smaller, life would not be possible. Our
universe would have kept expanding without forming galaxies, or
matter in our universe would have stuck together without forming
stars and planets.
And it’s been 10 years since Michael Behe’s “Darwin’s Black
Box” first awakened a slumbering world to the “irreducible complexity” of many molecular systems, showing that a step-by-step
Darwinian process couldn’t have produced them and that, instead, intelligent foresight was necessary.
We are in the midst of not one but two information revolutions.
In the last half-century, scientists have recorded reams of genetic
information as well as an intricate system for storing, copying,
and editing this information, leading Bill Gates to comment that
“DNA is like a computer program but far, far more advanced
22

than any software ever created.” The cell is a far cry from what
scientists in Darwin’s day thought was something like a simple
blob of Jell-O.
Some intellectuals are noticing. Probably the most cited atheist
philosopher of the last half-century is Antony Flew. At Oxford,
Flew sparred at C.S. Lewis Socratic Club. But in case you missed
it, due to the mounting scientific evidence, Flew has become a theist. “I think the argument to intelligent design is enormously
stronger than it was when I first met it,” Flew said in an interview.
He insists that he doesn’t believe in heaven, hell or the God of the
Bible but that he now sees the origin of life as strong evidence
for intelligent design, commenting that “the findings of more
than 50 years of DNA research have provided materials for a new
and enormously powerful argument to design.”
Books on atheism used to quote Flew abundantly and authoritatively. Not anymore, although Dawkins derisively mentions Flew’s
conversion “in his old age.”
Just as we have confidence that black holes exist, not by direct observation, but because of the movement of bodies around the
blackness, so, too, can one be sure an intellectual revolution is underway when we increasingly find books on The New York Times
best-seller list by evangelical atheists like Richard Dawkins.
These authors are surely responding to something. That something is powerful scientific evidence challenging their worldview.
Time got it right: “This debate long predates Darwin, but the
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anti-religion position is being promoted with increasing insistence
by scientists angered by intelligent design.”
Logan Paul Gage is a policy analyst with Discovery Institute in
Washington. [This article reprinted with permission by author extended to Windowview.org]
For more on science and Intelligent Design go to WindowView!
———————————

Feel
free to share this
electronic document
with your family,
friends, colleagues
— anyone!
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EVOLUTIONISM IN THE PULPIT
Posted on January 16, 2014

“From The Herald and Presbyter, November 22, 1911, Cincinnati, Ohio. We reprint this excellent paper as the remarkable utterance of a Christian layman on a most important subject. —
Editor
BY AN OCCUPANT OF THE PEW
Perhaps the most remarkable movement in philosophic thought
that has occurred in any age was the rise and general acceptance
by scientific circles of the evolutionary theory as propounded by
Darwin, Huxley and Spencer. It was remarkable that men of science, whose peculiar boast it is that they deal only with established facts, should have so readily departed from this rule and accepted a system based upon hypothesis only, and which was, and
is still after the lapse of forty years, without a single known fact to
support it. Even when allowance is made for the well-known eagerness of many scientists to do away with all dualism, which was
Mr. Darwin’s aim, it was still remarkable that men of trained intellect should have so promptly accepted at face value his two principal works, in which the expression, “we may well suppose,”
occurs over eight hundred times, as a basis for the argument.
Pure supposition may answer as a foundation for fanciful sketches
like those of Jules Verne’s; but as ground upon which to base a sober scientific argument it appears to the average man as little less
than farcical. Why it did not so appear to the scientific mind, the
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scientific mind may perhaps be able to explain. We frankly confess our inability to do so.” [emphasis added]
From THE FUNDAMENTALS – A TESTIMONY TO THE
TRUTH Volume 4 Edited by R.A. Torrey, A.C. Dixon and Others.

The “Mystery of Life’s Origin” is a free PDF download
here and is a first step to understanding the improbable
prospect that chemicals provided the origin for life on
earth, “Signature in the Cell” will show you the complexity of the ‘language of life‘ and how only an intelligence
can be responsible for life’s coded foundation. “Doubts
About Darwin” is a brief history of the movement towards understanding the importance of design in life.
“Darwin’s Doubt” details life’s sudden appearance and
how the origin of numerous ‘types‘ with unique body
plans and fully developed organs speak to design instead
of Darwin.
26

Read about Darwin’s Doubts HERE
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Phillip Johnson — In His Own Words
— In Defense of Intelligent Design
Posted on December 4, 2007

The following is a reprint provided to WindowView. The communication as provided is a transcript of Phillip Johnson’s interview
with PBS in preparation for the episode of NOVA aired in November 2007. While the NOVA show did not accurately represent the opinions and statements of all parties shown in the docudrama format, here is what Phillip Johnson says in defense of his
position. This column is long, but you will find it very helpful,
clear, revealing, and instructive as to what Phillip Johnson represents as a proponent of Intelligent Design.
Director, WindowView.org
—————————————————
Phillip Johnson is known as the father of intelligent design. The
idea in its current form appeared in the 1980s, and Johnson
adopted and developed it after Darwinian evolution came up
short, in his view, in explaining how all organisms, including humans, came into being. Johnson taught law for over
30 years at the University of California at Berkeley
and is the author of the book Darwin on Trial, in
which he argues that empirical evidence in support
of Darwin’s theory is lacking. In this interview, hear
why he feels that such evidence is “somewhere between weak and nonexistent,” why he feels intelligent design is a
28

testable science, and why he thought the Dover trial was a train
wreck waiting to happen.
The naturalism paradigm
Q: What is intelligent design?
Phillip Johnson: I would like to put a basic explanation of the
intelligent-design concept as I understand it this way. There are
two hypotheses to consider scientifically. One is you need a creative intelligence to do all the creating that has been done in the
history of life; the other is you don’t, because we can show that
unintelligent, purposeless, natural processes are capable of doing
and actually did do the whole job. Now, that is what is taught as
fact in our textbooks. And to me it’s a hypothesis, which needs to
be tested by evidence and experiment. If it can’t be confirmed by
experiment, then you’re left with the same two possibilities, and
neither one should be said to be something like a scientific fact.
Q: Why do you think some people do not accept evolution?
Johnson: I think they see a problem. I don’t think it’s that they’re
ignorant. I think that they see that what’s being given to them as
evolution is less than science in that it hasn’t really been proved,
and yet it’s presented as if it were proved. And on the other hand,
it’s more than science, in that it contains the whole philosophy behind it, metaphysics as it were.
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Q: As I understand it from reading your books and critiques, you see “materialism” as a very destructive thing
in society. Can you tell me about this?
Johnson: Well, by materialism I don’t mean consumerism. I’m not
talking about people who are greedy for material things. I’m talking about a philosophical system that explains what is real and
what is not. A philosophical materialist believes that everything is,
at the bottom, material composition. You start with the fundamental particles that compose matter and energy.
Another word for essentially the same thing is naturalism. It’s
stated a little bit differently. Naturalism says nature is all there is,
and nature is made of those particles. (Don’t let the distinction between matter and energy confuse you on this, because energy, like
matter, is composed of particles according to the naturalistic viewpoint.)
Now, naturalism was most flamboyantly stated in the Cosmos series by Carl Sagan, which I remember watching many years ago.
Sagan began that series with the pronouncement that the cosmos
is all there ever was and all there ever will be. Nature is all there
is, all there ever was, and all there ever will be, with nature being
these substances that make up the stars and the particles that
make up the different kinds of radiation that come from them.
But that’s all that there is.
A philosophy of naturalism or materialism is what generates the
Darwinian theory. It’s what generates the certainty that only unintelligent natural forces were involved in evolution, which is to say
in the creative process that brought our kind into existence as well
as all the animals and all the plants. That is all a non-negotiable
30

claim on their part. And why is it a non-negotiable claim? Because if the naturalistic starting point isn’t validÂif it isn’t completely correctÂthen something else must have happened. What is
that something else? It’s something that they don’t like that might
get a foothold in science itself.
“Maybe the creator is something more than an imaginary projection of people’s minds. Maybe a creator is a necessary part of reality.”
Q: Are there social consequences to this philosophy of
naturalism or materialism that you describe?
Johnson: Yes, absolutely. Now, these consequences may be good
or they may be bad. And they are attractive to some people and
unattractive to others. For example, the naturalistic viewpoint is
praised by those who like it for its tendency to liberate us from religious authority.
Q: But what’s the negative side? My understanding is you
see not the positive side of materialism but the negative
side.
Johnson: I’m happy to concede that there is a positive way of
looking at something and a negative way of looking at something.
The negative side is that the naturalistic viewpoint leaves the way
open for a kind of freedom from divine authority, a kind of moral
anarchy.
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God or nature
Q: Is this a motivation for what you do?
Johnson: It is a motivation, and I don’t think that there’s anything
wrong with that. I was an agnostic from the time I was a junior
high school student up until my very late 30s. I had the kind of
upbringing that is most likely to produce agnostics, a conventional kind of church-going requirement that never became real
to me. I went to Sunday School because in those days mothers
thought that was a good thing for their children on Sunday morning, and [on the way my mother] dropped my father off at the
golf course. I grew up from that learning that when you got old
enough so that your mother couldn’t tell you what to do anymore,
what you did was you played golf on Sunday morning.
So I was an agnostic, and then when I went away to Harvard as a
college student, that tendency was very much encouraged. I grew
up thinking that to be intelligent or well-educated was to be agnostic and to be liberal in politics. I went through various things in
life and found that the agnostic pattern in which I had become socialized was not adequate for me. I became a Christian, and I
found a kind of structure for my life that seemed to be a very
good thing and to this day has enabled me to get through crises
like two strokes.
Q: And how did you come to view evolution?
Johnson: One thing that fascinated me about the study of evolution was that it seemed to me to give a window into a very fundamental question that was bothering me: Is God real or imaginary?
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As I read all of the evolutionary literature written for the general
public, I saw that some of the proponents of Darwinian evolution
were hard-core atheists like Richard Dawkins, and others were
not. Some of them took a view that religion or belief in God is alright if you want that sort of a thing, but they assumed that it was
an imaginary thing. I could see that this is why there was so much
insistence upon the Darwinian story.
Believing in Darwinian evolution doesn’t prove that there’s no
God. What it proves is that there’s no need for God’s participation to get all the creating done. Now, is that true? I was fascinated with that question of what’s fundamentally true. If this Darwinian story is true, then nature does have all the creative power
it needs to produce plants and animals and people. But if the
story isn’t true, if it doesn’t fit the evidence, then maybe the creator is something more than an imaginary projection of people’s
minds. Maybe a creator is a necessary part of reality.
That to me was a fascinating issue. It certainly motivated me to
think that this was an important subject, not just for biologists or
even scientists but for people at large. So it was legitimate for a
law professor to address it and for the public to make up their
own minds about it rather than to take the word of the experts.
That’s what makes it important.
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Evidence for evolution
Q: As we’ve gone about making this documentary, we’ve
met professors in the natural sciences who’ll say, “Let
me just show you this mountain of evidence,” and they
show us fossil after fossil. Are these things not evidence
of evolution?
Johnson: They all exist. The question is what are they evidence
of ? Are they evidence of a mindless and purposeless evolutionary
process? It may that there was a slow development of one kind of
thing into something else. But the important question to me is:
Could this all occur solely by unintelligent, purposeless, material
processes? Can we say that that has been confirmed? The theory
of evolution may be true in a sense, but it may require the participation of an intelligent cause. That is the basic intelligent-design
proposition that unintelligent causes by themselves can’t do the
whole job. That doesn’t say that everything was created all at
once.
Q: So what does intelligent design say about how life was
created and how we ended up with the diversity of life
we see today?
Johnson: Well, the alternative is not well developed, so I would
prefer to say that, as far as I’m concerned, the alternative is we
don’t really know what happened. But if non-intelligence couldn’t
do the whole job, then intelligence had to be involved in some
way. Then it’s a big research job to figure out the consequences
of that starting point.
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Q: How would you go about testing for the existence of a
designer? What is the research program?
Johnson: I’d like to start with the first question. It is sometimes
said that the hypothesis that there is a designer is untestable. This
is false. It is testable, and the test is Darwinian evolution. The
claim of the evolutionary biologists is that unintelligent causes did
the whole job. If they can prove it, then the counter-hypothesis
that you need intelligence has been tested, and it has been shown
to be false.
But what I concluded after reading the literature was that the
claim that unintelligent processes have been shown to be capable
of doing all the work of creation, from the simplest creatures to
the more complex ones, is unsupported. The evidence for it lies
somewhere between very weak and nonexistent. When you try to
get proof, you get stories about microevolution.
“Instead of getting evidence of a creation story, what we’re getting is evidence of temporary variation in the size of finch
beaks.”
Q: But they’re not talking about great transformations
taking place all at once. They’re talking about something
happening very gradually over a huge amount of time.
Why couldn’t that be the case?
Johnson: Well, why couldn’t it? Often when one asks for a demonstration of the evolutionary changes that Darwinians claim, the
answer that they always give is, “Well, it’s done very gradually”
and “This takes an enormous amount of time, millions of years,
whereas we only live to be 100 if we’re very long-lived, so it is
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quite impossible for the evolutionary change to occur in our time
limits. That’s why we don’t see it.”
My logical reaction to that is that’s perfectly accurate if you assume that the evolutionary change of this enormous amount actually occurs. Then you can give a satisfactory explanation for why
we don’t see it. But there is another possible explanation for why
we don’t see it. The other possibility is that it doesn’t happen. I
think maybe that’s what the truth is.
Q: If it doesn’t happen, then where do you go from there?
Johnson: Well, if it doesn’t happen, something else must have happened. The problem became clear to me as I read further and further that the one thing that evolutionary biologists are absolutely
determined to support is their starting premise that all of the
changes that brought about all of the different species and kinds
of life on Earth happened by purely natural causes like random
mutation and natural selection. So while there can be arguments
over the details, there can be no argument or discussion over the
fundamental principle that only natural, which is to say unintelligent causes were involved.
The reason why that premise of natural causes has to be so inviolate and so ferociously defended is that what if something other
than purely natural causes was involved? What would it be? Well,
the most obvious answer to that question is it would be God. And
they regard this possibility with horror, because it seems to unseat
all of their science. It seems to take them back to the beginning
or to the Dark Ages, as they would tend to say. You get God in
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there and that’s the end of science, they think, so that can’t be.
But I wondered, maybe it could be.
I viewed myself as much more unprejudiced in that matter. I was
willing to believe in a biological creation by Darwinian mechanism if it could actually be proved. But if it couldn’t be proved, I
thought it was quite legitimate to think of something else.
Beyond science
Q: Do they really regard it with horror, or are they just
saying, “This is something that is beyond what science
can address?”
Johnson: At that point I would say if we can’t consider the other
possibility then let’s not consider it. That’s alright with me. But
that doesn’t mean that we know what did happen. This whole
Darwinian story, it seems to me, has been very much oversold.
And everybody is told that it’s absolutely certain and certainly
true, and because it’s called science it has been proved again and
again by absolutely unquestionable procedures. But this is not
true. It is an imaginative story that has been spun on the basis of
very little evidence.
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Q: Many scientists ask, “How do I go about testing intelligent design?” And if I understand correctly, you were
saying that the test of intelligent design is whether something can be explained by evolutionary theory. But scientists say that’s just a negative argument. That doesn’t
prove anything about intelligent design. How would you
respond?
Johnson: My business was actually making negative arguments. I
looked at the grand story of evolution, the story that is important,
the one that catches the imagination of the world and stirs controversy. This is the story that there’s no need for a creator or a designer because the whole job can be done by unintelligent material processes. We know that that’s absolutely true, such that any
dissent from it should be treated as akin to madness. That’s what
I was looking at.
“We ought to see humans occasionally being born to chimps or
perhaps chimps born into human families.”
Now, at this point the absolute certainty, the dogmatic insistence
with which the Darwinists told their story, began to have a boomerang effect. Because it alerted me to the possibility that something is wrong here. If these folks can’t even recognize that this
isn’t that convincing a story, then there’s something wrong with
their thinking. That was the starting point for my book Darwin
on Trial. I thought, This is not something we should trust as a
creation story for all of life, because instead of getting evidence
of a creation story, what we’re getting is evidence of temporary
variation in the size of finch beaks or the color of peppered
moths in a species. This is a totally different story. It’s quite inade38

quate for the purpose, I thought. And I think the world should understand this.

On common ancestry
Q: How do you explain our genetic relatedness with
chimpanzees?
Johnson: There is a relatedness. But what does it mean? Say we
have almost 99 percent of our genes in common with chimpanzees. We also have at least 25 percent of our genes in common
with bananas. There are these commonalities that exist throughout life. Do they point to a common evolutionary process or a
common creator? That is the question for interpretation.
The genes are going to win when people ask me about that great
degree of similarity between human genes and chimpanzee
genes. I answer that genes must not be anywhere near as important as we have been led to believe. If there were that great a commonality between chimps and humans, it ought to be relatively
easy to breed chimps and come up with a human being, or by genetic engineering to change a chimp into a human. We ought to
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see humans occasionally being born to chimps or perhaps chimps
born into human families.
So the real question to me that needs to be explained is the enormous difference between chimps and human beings. That’s what
evolutionary science needs to explain and can’t explain.
Q: Isn’t the most likely explanation that there is common
ancestry?
Johnson: It might be because of common ancestry. That is definitely a possibility to be considered. I’m just not insistent that
common ancestry is true. It’s a possibility.
Q: Is there some other explanation for genetic relatedness besides common ancestry?
Johnson: That’s a possibility that has to be considered also, that
there’s a commonality not only between chimps and humans, but
among all life. It’s a common biochemistry. And thus this might
be pointing to a single evolutionary process, or it might be pointing to the responsibility of a single creator.
Evidence for ID
Q: What is the evidence for intelligent design?
Johnson: What if the Darwinian mechanism doesn’t have the creative power claimed for it? Then something else has to be true. It’s
two sides of the same coin as I look at it, and that’s why I’ve always devoted my energies to making the skeptical case about Darwinism. Others have evidence of a positive nature irreducible
complexity and complex specified information are part of that.
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To understand the positive evidence I think we have to realize
that Darwin was writing a long time ago. He didn’t understand
anything about complex specified information or the irreducible
complexity of the cell. In Darwin’s day it was thought that cells
were simply globs of a kind of jelly-like substance, a protoplasm.
So it didn’t seem to be very difficult to imagine how you could get
a blob of some substance like mud at the bottom of a prehistoric
pond, lake, or ocean. But since Darwin’s day an enormous
amount has been learned about the cell.
This is why my colleague Michael Behe’s famous book is titled
Darwin’s Black Box. The point there is that to Darwin the cell
was a black box. It did something, but you didn’t know how it did
it. So the cell was a black box in Darwin’s day, and now it’s been
opened. Thanks to the work of biochemists and molecular biologists since that time, we know that the cell is so enormously complex that it makes a spaceship or a supercomputer look rather
low-tech in comparison. So I think the cell is perhaps the biggest
hurdle of all for the Darwinists to get over. How do you get the
first cell?
It’s not just that if they get the cell then everything else will be
easy. But it was thought in Darwin’s day that the cell was no problem at all. The only problems came after that. How do you get
from cells to complex animals and then to apes, and from apes to
human beings? That’s the story that he told. Now, I don’t think
that story will hold water when you look for proof rather than
just accept it as an inevitable, logical consequence of a naturalistic philosophy that you’re starting out with.
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Is it science?
Q: Is intelligent design a science?
Johnson: I think so. To answer that question I need to go back to
the point that I see the scientific question as one of choosing between two hypotheses. One is that you needed intelligence to do
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the creating that had to be done in the history of life, and the
other is that you didn’t need it. Then the scientific approach is to
decide between these two hypotheses on the basis of evidence
and logic. That’s what I want to see done. That’s why it is a scientific question. If evolution by natural selection is a scientific doctrine, then the critique of that doctrine, and even of the fundamental assumption on which it’s based, is a legitimate part of science as well.
“As a big-picture story, the theory of evolution that we have today
is invalid.”
Q: Isn’t intelligent design just a newer version of creationism?
Johnson: When people ask me whether this is creationism relabeled, one thing that always occurs to me is that the real creationist organizations are highly critical of intelligent design, because
they say it doesn’t do the job that is the very essence of creationism. It doesn’t defend the Bible from the very first verse. It doesn’t
defend the Bible at all, and it doesn’t even defend Christianity.
It’s saying that there’s an intelligence, but the intelligence could
be natural as well as supernatural. And that if you assume it’s supernatural, what the God is, well, we have nothing to say about
what kind of God it is. It isn’t limited to one particular kind of religion, to Christianity or to a particular kind of Christianity. If
you want, it can be the Muslim god.
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Q: But if it’s a supernatural cause, isn’t that outside the
realm of science?
Johnson: It’s true that supernatural causes are a subject outside of
science. But intelligent versus unintelligent causes is a subject very
much within science. For example, forensic scientists and pathologists regularly determine whether a death was due to natural
causes or intelligent causes. If somebody dies of a purported
heart failure, and then they do an autopsy on the body and find
signs of arsenic poisoning, they say this was not a death by natural causes; it was a poisoning. That is perfectly legitimate as a scientific inquiry.
Now, if the intelligent cause turns out to be supernatural, that’s a
determination that is outside of science. But that you need intelligence is not a determination that’s outside of science. It’s the
regular business of science, like deciding whether a drawing on a
cave wall is a painting by prehistoric cavemen or a product of
natural erosion and chemistry in the wall.
Q: Are evolution and religious beliefs compatible?
Johnson: Well, to a large extent it depends on what you mean by
evolution. When I speak to audiences about this, I like to say that
even the Darwinian theory of evolution is valid up to a point.
The problem with the theory of evolution is not that it’s altogether wrong, but that it’s correct only in a very limited and relatively trivial sphere rather than as the grand creation story that it
is made out to be. It’s a good theory for how finch beaks vary in
size or how disease-causing microorganisms become resistant to
antibiotic medicines.
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So it’s valid within that limited sphere, and that may be important. That’s interesting in itself. Scientists are largely interested in
details, whereas I’m a different kind of person. I’m interested in
the big picture. As a big-picture story, the theory of evolution that
we have today is invalid, although some kind of a theory might
be valid.
It also depends on what you mean by religious belief. Most of the
evolutionary scientists will say, “We’re not opposed to religious belief so long as you understand that that’s what it is, it’s religious
belief. When you talk about God, for example, that’s something
that exists in the human imagination. It’s something we study in
the department of anthropology or psychology, where we talk
about the beliefs that various kinds of people hold. Religious belief is one of those kinds of beliefs. In the university, we don’t talk
about it in the departments where we are considering what really
happened. The beliefs may be important; they may even be beneficial. It’s just that they don’t reflect reality. They only reflect
what’s going on in people’s heads.”
That’s the metaphysics of religion and science that is taken for
granted in the universities. This is something that may change.
One of the things that’s so controversial and so hated about the
concept of intelligent causes in biology is that it threatens this division of things into naturalism, which deals with how things
really are and is called science, and religious belief, which [in
their view] is about make-believe in people’s heads out of fairy
tales and the like.
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Q: What would it take to convince you of the theory of
evolution by natural selection? That the theory that is
out there today is actually true?
Johnson: I would want to see evidence that the mechanism of random mutation and differential reproduction, that some organisms
do more reproducing than others, that this had real creative
power. It seems to me that besides the lack of physical or experimental evidence, just logically one would expect that random mutations would never build up biological information. They would
tend to tear it down, even if it was already in existence.
Random changes scramble information. They don’t increase it or
produce it. If you have a word on the Scrabble board, and you
take the letters and scramble them, you don’t get a better word.
You get no word at all; you get nonsense. I see every reason to
think that that’s what happens with mutations in the cellular machinery.
A theory in crisis?
Q: Is evolution a theory in crisis, as some people say?
Johnson: I think it is a theory in crisis, but that requires some explanation. The authorities of the evolutionary scientific community would say, “We’re not in crisis because we’re as determined
as ever. We still have a solid phalanx of belief. Yes, we get individual dissenters, but they are quickly closed off and marginalized.
They tend to lose their research funds, be considered no longer
real scientists anymore.” So the community maintains its authority.
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The crisis that they have to recognize is that they have failed to
convince the public. They assumed that by this time they would
have marginalized all the opposition and the public would be convinced. After all, they now had virtual control of the educational
machinery from primary school on up through the Ph.D. level to
do that. Plus all those documentaries on television and in the movies where the orthodoxy is put forward.
“I foresee the day when Darwinian evolution will be taught in
courses on British intellectual history, and biology will have
moved on.”
It’s understood that if you want to be about science, you have to
be supportive of this theory. So that’s been going on all these
years, and yet the people are not convinced. Why is this? The
mandarins of science, the high priests at the university level, will
tell you it’s because the people are ignorant and prejudiced.
Is that so? That’s one of the questions I examined when I first
took up the story. Are the people ignorant and prejudiced, or are
they seeing something that the experts might have missed? See,
it’s a wonderful thing being an expert. As an expert, you know a
lot that other people don’t know. But also in the course of all your
expert training, you pick up a worldview and a set of prejudices
that you then become completely dependent on in order to continue to be an expert.
I decided that what is happening here is that the public has seen
something that the experts don’t understand. The public has seen
that what they are getting from the evolutionary biologists is, on
the one hand, less than science. It is over-enthusiastic claims of
great accomplishments that are not supported by real, observa47

tional, and experimental evidence. In that sense, it’s less than science.
On the other hand, it’s much more than science, because it’s a cultural philosophy, a worldview that probably belongs in a philosophy course rather than in a science course. I foresee the day when
Darwinian evolution will be taught at universities in courses on
British intellectual history, and biology will have moved on.
I see it as something like alchemy. It’s a precursor to real science.
The alchemists must have squealed like crazy when people said
you can’t really change lead into gold. But it was true that you
can’t transform lead into gold by a chemical means. So when the
alchemic ambitions were given up, then alchemy was able to
change into the real science of chemistry. I see that happening as
well. I think that biological science will change. It won’t vanish. It
will just be based on reality and on genuine scientific testing.
That’s what I see in the future. That’s the crisis.
The Dover “train wreck”
Q: What did you think about the Dover case?
Johnson: The Dover case, unfortunately, was a train wreck waiting to happen. The problem was basically that we got too much
publicity, and people pick that up. You get these people out in the
country who are disturbed that something is being presented and
taught dogmatically to their children as true. They think that a
much more balanced approach should be taken, and they’re frustrated that they can’t get these schools to do that. They naively believe that their school board has the authority to do what they
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think ought to be done. So they go to the school board to present
something and in fact give the votes to put it over.
What they don’t understand is that they are moving into a legal
minefield. The theory of evolution is ferociously protected by
secularist organizations, with some backing from the courts. So
the worst possible construction is going to be put on whatever
they do. Very capable lawyers are going to come in to try to make
fools out of them and to put every obstacle in the way of changing the dogmatic way in which evolution is presented in some of
these schools.
So then they hear this term intelligent design and they say, “Well,
okay. If we pick up that language and do it that way, then maybe
we can do this. Our school board will do that, and we can accomplish what we want to accomplish.” They know then they’re going to get sued, that they’re a threat. So they get a lawyer.
Unfortunately, the lawyer is not giving them good counsel. He’s
egging them on, saying, “We’ll have a great battle here and we’ll
win.” It’s sort of like the dream that people had in the North in
the Civil War in the early stages. If we could just have a big battle, then we’d win it and this war would be over, and that’s all that
we need to do. Just get into one big battle and win it all at once.
That’s what the lawyer is telling them. So they go ahead, thinking
that they’re riding a winner, and they create a train wreck. That’s
what happened there.
As for the judge and the opinion, the problem is that the judge
didn’t just decide the local case in front of him. He decided that
he wanted to become a national figure by deciding the whole
question of evolution and creation for the country in one opin49

ion. So he wrote an opinion as big and broad as a starry sky, saying that the notion of intelligence, that one of these two hypotheses, was not eligible for consideration because it was religion and
hence by definition not science. So any attempt in that direction
was unconstitutional. He is being rewarded for that opinion with
all the accolades that the mandarins of science have at their disposal.

[Web article is linked HERE]
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Driving a wedge
Q: Let’s turn to your other work. Can you tell me what
the “wedge strategy” is?
Johnson: I’m glad for an opportunity to explain the wedge strategy, because I conceived it. I know it can be made to sound like
something sinister and conspiratorial. But the wedge strategy as I
have explained it is quite simple and innocent. We need somebody who can get a debate started, and then we need people who
have the expertise to answer the questions that come up as the debate gets started. When you use a wedge to split a log, you start
with the sharp edge of the wedge and then you gradually push
that in until you get the thicker edge to go in, and that’s what’s actually splits the log.
I thought of it this way with Darwinism. I thought my job is to be
the sharp edge, to use my academic credentials and legal abilities
to get some hearing for the proposition that there really is something fundamentally wrong with the Darwinian story. It’s not just
a problem of detail, but rather a fundamental problem that the
mechanism has no creative power.
But I can’t answer all the questions that arise. So we need other
people to form the thick edge of the wedge to take on the questions that do require a scientific expertise. Like a professor of biochemistry, Michael Behe, and a mathematician and philosopher
of science, William Demsky. They have to take up other questions
that arise and do some of the job that I’m not well-equipped to
do after I’ve got things going with my arguments from logic and
evidence. That’s what the wedge is.
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Q: Is the Wedge Document your work? Did you write it?
Johnson: I did not, but I did write a book called The Wedge of
Truth. And so in that sense, just as I’m in a sense the father of the
intelligent-design movement, I’m the father of the wedge concept. In the sense in which I have explained it, that it is a matter
of my particular kind of logical arguing expertise at the beginning, to be supplemented and eventually replaced by [the expertise of] people with greater scientific knowledge and competence.
“This is more than anything my faith: that given an even chance,
the truth will win.”
Q: What’s the strategy from here? Where does the wedge
go from here?
Johnson: At my rather advanced age I don’t claim to take the leadership position in the same sense that I did years ago. It’s largely
going to depend on other people. In fact, what I am largely doing
now is making contacts with people in the educational world. I
hope we don’t ever get another public schools case here for a very
long time. If one comes up, I want to stay away from it.
But I think that the place where the kind of controversies I’m addressing belong is in the universities. That’s where I want to take
them. And they are being taken there. The professors are finding
that these issues come up in their classes, and students think
highly of the positions that I’ve been arguing, or many of them
do.
I am in touch constantly with young scholars, including people in
Ph.D. programs in biology, who see that there is something wrong
with the Darwinian theory and would like to do something about
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it when they can. They like to talk with me because they don’t
want to get involved in the traditional creationist movement.
They see that as going too far away from the current scientific orthodoxy.
I think they want to do what I set out to do when I first crafted
the intelligent-design movement, to come out with a position that
was not so enormously different from current orthodoxy that it
couldn’t be discussed but was different enough that it was really
upsetting. In the end, I think I came up with something that was
even more upsetting than I thought it was going to be.
People will be the professors of biology in the next generation,
the opinion writers, the producers of television programs, and the
editorial writers at newspapers. I have a commission to deal in
education and not in litigation. We have a group that we call informally the “second wedge,” which consists of literary people
and writers and artists who discuss the issues of design, of intelligent causes in the history of life, and whether the naturalistic orthodoxy is as solidly based in evidence as it claims to be.
This, I think, may bear great fruit in the future in our culture.
The Darwinists may have the federal district judges, or some of
them, on their side. But the people are skeptical of what they
hear from authority figures, including judges, anyway. I think the
goal in the future is to change the intellectual face of the culture
so that it isn’t the way it was when I first went to college, when we
were all taught that to be intelligent implies that you’re agnostic.
Now, the universities are still that way by and large. But they
aren’t that way at the undergraduate level or even the graduate
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student level. Much is changing, and I’m trying to be a part of
that.
An edifice threatened?
Q: Is there anything else you would like to add?
Johnson: I could go back to the question of the definition of science. That is perhaps more crucial than anything else. I have a
view of science that is now disputed by secularist organizations
and also by the most powerful organizations of science. I don’t
think they speak for science. I think they speak for an ideology
that is widely held among contemporary scientists. This is the ideology of naturalism. And that is basically a religious position:
The cosmos is all there is, all there ever was, and all there ever
will be.
That isn’t something that is established by data or tested by experiment. It’s a fundamentally religious position or an ideology that
has grown into science. The opinion of powerful people associated with scientific organizations has become central to its definition. And so they see the whole edifice as being threatened if that
definition is called into question.
But I would call it into question. I would say that the proper definition of science is that it is a question of what follows from data
and experimental testing. If you cannot test by experiment the
claim that natural selection has the kind of immense creative
power necessary to produce human beings or even biological
cells, then to say that this mechanism can do these wonders is an
unscientific statement. It’s a statement of personal belief, a state-
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ment of philosophy, not a statement of science. (For other views
on this subject, see Defining Science.)
Q: What is at stake?
Johnson: Well, prestige is not for me. I’m going to be 67 this year,
and by the time further developments happen, I expect to have
passed on from this world. Things that excited me years ago will
no longer be of any concern to me. So that’s not it. I think that
the world will change, and I think that in these open debates, the
truth will eventually win out.
This is more than anything my faith: that given an even chance,
the truth will win. If the evolutionary story is the truth, it will
eventually win out as its partisans have been predicting that it
would all along. It will hold not merely the societies of experts,
but it will convince the public. I think that the reason it hasn’t
been able to convince the public is that it’s not the truth. The public will gradually come to understand things better and better.
The educational process will get better. We’ll start with the truth,
and the truth will prevail, whatever it is.
Q: And what is your view of the truth?
Johnson: My view of the truth is that there is a creator. I don’t
know how long the creator took, but I think there was a process
of creation, and the evolution that has occurred has occurred
within the boundaries originally set. That would be my belief as
of now. I tend to think that that will prevail, because I think it’s
the truth. But if it’s not the truth, it won’t prevail, and it
shouldn’t.
————————————
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We understand this interview is not fresh, but surprisingly the answers are relevant to this day ... which is the very reason for our
providing it here!
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